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The equipment should be adequate to enable all subjects to be taught efficiently and must include apparatus
for practical work. Another type of pollution is water pollution. We have only one earth to live in and if we do
not do something to save it, we can only start the reverse count. Section C: 2 questions from Treasure Trove
Of short stories. The book helps you discover most important and relevant topics for ICSE Board Exams and
revise how to answer them as complete essays are given for all topics. But this does not entitle him to interfere
in nature's law of ecological balance. Can be done by the industry. Fresh water bodies are being converted into
chemical ponds. All animals and plants need water for survival. The second part deals with small answer type
questions from history part 20 marks. Group  The very air we breathe in and which sustains life is being
poisoned by exhausts from automobiles, smoke from chimneys, dust flam mining and construction activities
and numerous other sources of dangerous gases and vapors. There are better and more sustainable ways
existing. It is not that this is the only way that development can be pursued. One of them is the Air Pollution.
Wild life is being deprived of its habitat and the very trees man used to worship once, are today becoming
victims of his greed and carelessness. Students can buy this material anytime throughout the year, however,
earlier you start reading these essays, the more time you get to practice and also score well in your internal
English exams at School. Air should have a certain composition which is mostly Nitrogen, Oxygen and very
little of other gases but these sources emit carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides,
hydro carbons and radioactive vapors. Essay writing helps the examiner test your ability to organise, describe,
narrate, report, persuade or argue on a topic while presenting your ideas coherently with accuracy and
precision, and using correct style and format in English Language exam. For ICSE, group 1 â€” history, civics
and geography Thailand , this subject may be offered mainly for candidates of Thai nationality. In essay and
letter section you are given a choice. There should be a compulsory provident fund scheme. Search ICSE
Students to get paper-wise marks ICSE Class 10 examinees will now have their marks for English language
and literature, history and civics, geography and science mentioned separately in their marksheets. Once lush
green land has been converted into a desert. Else the day is not far when clean water, safe air, undisturbed land
may become a rarer commodity-than gold. In fact, presence of water is one main reason why life exists on
earth.


